EDS® The Enzyme Delivery System is a proprietary blend of enzymes added to most of the Professional
Botanicals formulas. This proprietary blend harnesses the power of enzymes to improve the body’s
absorption of vitamins, co-factors and key ingredients, and improves the body’s absorption of these
powerful formulas for better absorption and breakdown.
What is an Enzyme?
Enzymes are energized protein molecules that play a necessary role in virtually all of the biochemical
activities that occur in the body. The late Dr Edward Howell, a physician and pioneer in enzyme research
called enzymes the “sparks of life.”
Which Enzymes are in these products?
This proprietary blend of enzymes contains the following group that is generally considered to be
primarily digestive enzymes:
Amylase: a group of proteins found in saliva, pancreatic juices and parts of plants, helps to
convert starch to sugar.
Cellulase: not produced in the body and needed to optimize the amount of energy contained in
plant material.
Lipase: is the main enzyme responsible for breaking down fats in the human digestive system.
Protease: an enzyme that conducts proteolysis, that is to say it begins the breakdown of food
proteins, it is involved in a multitude of physiological reactions.

AdPT® is a proprietary blend of

Adaptengic herbs for energy production and adaptation.

What are Adaptogens?
Adaptogens are an elite group of botanicals that work on a cellular level to support the body’s ability to
function, adjust and perform, especially during times of stress.
What Adaptogens are in these products?
This proprietary AdPT® blend includes: Eleuthero root, Cordyceps mycelia, Rhodiola root, Reishi mycelia,
Ashwagandha root & Gynostemma whole.
What does this mean when choosing a supplement?
Most of the run of the mill supplements that people take actually just pass through and are eliminated
from the body, reducing the amount of potential bene-t of that nutrient. Maximize the body’s potential
for total health and balance with adaptogen and enzyme enhanced products. These products are
formulated to work the same way the body works, as a dynamic system. By harnessing the power of
adaptogens and enzymes, the body improves its ability to absorb vitamins, co-factors and key
ingredients.
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